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Fit for print: developing an institutional model of scientific periodical publishing in England, 
1665-c.1714 
N. Moxham, University of St Andrews, njm24@st-andrews.ac.uk 
Introduction (1074 words) 
As is well known,  the Parisian Journal des Sçavans and the London Philosophical Transactions, 
compiled by Denis de Sallo and Henry Oldenburg respectively, both began life in 1665.i These learned 
periodicals each emerged alongside one of the most important and durable natural-philosophical 
organisations in early modern Europe ± the Académie Royale des Sciences and the Royal Society. The 
Journal ZDVSXEOLVKHGXQGHU UR\DOSULYLOHJHDW WKH LQLWLDWLYHRI/RXLV;,9¶VFKLHI ILQDQFHPLQLVWHU
Jean-Baptiste Colbert, and the Transactions XQGHUWKH5R\DO6RFLHW\¶VFKHULVKHGSULYLOHJHRIOLFHQVLQJ
books for publication on its own authority. ii  Both had strong institutional associations, but despite these 
neither had the status of an official publication.  
In this paper I will investigate the nature of the link between periodicals and early modern institutions 
of science in England. The importance of the periodical form to the construction and dissemination of 
scientific and technical knowledge has long been admitted by historians  and, as the earliest scientific 
periodicals, the Transactions and the Journal between them get a lot of the credit for this.iii  Such a 
straightforward identity between science and the periodical was by no means inscribed in the form from 
the beginning, however, and masks the degree of early uncertainty and contestation over natural-
philosophical publishing and the purpose of the periodical form in particular. The purpose of the present 
essay is to uncover it, and to show how institutional periodical publishing arose in England from the 
working-out of those instabilities.   
The link between periodicals and institutions was noted/emphasised by David Kronick, who pointed 
out, in his survey of early scientific and technical periodicals, that titles with an institutional association 
tended to be longer-lasting.iv %\WKHQLQHWHHQWKFHQWXU\ µPHPRLUV¶ RUµWUDQVDFWLRQV¶KDGFRPHWREH
regarded as essential elements of the identity of learned societies, and were becoming the dominant 
mode for the publication of scientific research (though they were increasingly being joined by 
commercial rivals).  But, despite their early institutional connections, Philosophical Transactions was 
not an institutional periodical until the mid-eighteenth century, nor was the Journal de Scavans until 
the early nineteenth century. 
Beyond the broad explanations provided by Kronick, the detailed reasons for those early survivals 
outside an institutional context have not been fully explored by scholars.  Such an exploration is 
necessary, because, as Adrian Johns has shown, natural-philosophical publishing in the seventeenth 
century was fraught with difficulty, and the engagement of the manufacturers of natural knowledge with 
the print trade threatened the integrity and credibility of their claims.v  Johns focused upon the period 
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RI 2OGHQEXUJ¶V HGLWRUVKLS however, and he gave only brief overviews of what happened to the 
SHULRGLFDODIWHU2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHDWKLQ1677. His analysis emphasises discontinuities and disruptions in 
the early Transactions, occasioned by plague, fire, English and Continental literary piracy, and 
challenges to the intellectual and ethical probity of the enterprise from mistrustful contemporaries. The 
emphasis on discontinuity has transformed our understanding of the impact of book trade conditions 
and practices on the formation of natural knowledge.  But by its very nature it militates against an 
explanation of why the form of the periodical survived, and I suggest that in order to understand this 
we need to pay detailed attention to the institutional context of early modern publishing in natural 
philosophy. 
Two important questions underlie .URQLFN¶V FRUUHODWLRQ between early learned periodicals and 
institutions. First, how did the Philosophical Transactions survive for so long without formal 
institutional patronage? Second, why did the members of learned societies want to publish periodicals 
in the first place? The demonstrable importance of periodicals to nineteenth- and twentieth-century 
learned societies has disguised the fact that seventeenth-century societies were not so straightforwardly 
committed to periodical publication (or any publication).  Why then might early modern learned 
societies potentially not want to publish periodicals? And why did the Royal Society in particular take 
so long to decide that it did? 
To answer these questions it is necessary to establish the extent to which the Transactions was truly 
independent of the Society. The point was repeatedly insisted on by the institution and also by 
successive editors. vi  Yet the distinction remained unclear to much of the reading public, and thus the 
status of the periodical was ambiguous for much of its existence prior to 1752, when the Society 
assumed formal responsibility for it.vii  To account for this ambiguity I examine in detail the period 
IROORZLQJ2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHDWKrelating the variety of possible modes of publication explored during this 
period to the shifting patterns of institutionality in the early Royal Society.  Specifically, I account for 
the transition of the Transactions from a varied news medium aiming to broaden and inform the natural-
philosophical community, to a stable record and repository of individual, discrete knowledge-claims, 
by arguing that the variety of publishing schemes mooted or attempted in the late 1670s and early 1680s 
reflects growing institutional concern on the part of the Royal Society with whether and how to involve 
itself in publishing.  In particular, this was focussed on the ownership of experimental knowledge 
SURGXFWLRQDQGRIUHVHDUFKFRQWDLQHGLQWKH6RFLHW\¶V manuscript registers, which were the original, 
IXQGDPHQWDOUHFRUGRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VDFWLYLW\ 
7KH HVVD\¶V ILQDO VHFWLRQ DUJXHV WKDW WKH HVVHQWLDO FKDQJH JRYHUQLQJ ZKDW ZH PLJKW FDOO WKH
institutionalisation of the Transactions was in the function of registration at the Royal Society. 
Registration recorded and accredited to the knowledge-claims of individuals, and potentially helped to 
bestow credibility upon them through collective witnessing, particularly if the claims were actually the 
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results of experiments or observations performed before the Society; but the registers were also the 
repository of research paid for by the Society and FDUULHGRXWXQGHULWVH\HV7KH6RFLHW\¶VUROHLQWKH
construction of matters of fact could be similar in both cases, but only in the latter did the institution 
have a plausible claim of ownership over the matters of fact thereby produced.  There was thus 
potentially a three-part distinction between what the Society heard reported, what it had witnessed, and 
what it might claim to own.  The difficulty of reconciling this rendered the form of the periodical 
HSLVWHPLFDOO\XQVWDEOHDQGOHGWRFRQWHVWDWLRQDERXWWKHSURSHUIRUPLQZKLFKWRSXEOLVKWKH6RFLHW\¶V
proprietary research. Matters were simplified during the eighteenth century, when the Society 
effectively abandoned its hope of carrying out and publishing research under its own auspices: 
registration then became mainly a matter of recording what was communicated to the Society. The 
Transactions remained an important venue for disseminating news of the natural-philosophical world, 
but with the Society lacking alternative means of proclaiming its own productivity, it also became the 
chief means by which the Society secured its scientific reputation, as the institutional emphasis shifted 
from producing programmatic research to hearing and selecting among the fully-documented research 
communications of individuals.  There could no longer be a question of Society ownership of the 
knowledge-claims thus communicated, and the functions of the Transactions and the register effectively 
merged. The Society no longer aspired to be the progenitor of knowledge but its midwife; but this made 
room for a more significant institutional role for the periodical.   
Society involvement in the seventeenth-century Transactions (2252 words) 
At the turn of the eighteenth century, the Society faced a choice with regard to the Transactions.  The 
then-editor, Hans Sloane, and the publication itself had been savaged in The Transactioneer (1700), an 
anonymous pamphlet whose authorship caused a good deal of heated speculation in the Society.viii  One 
RIWKHPHQXSRQZKRPVXVSLFLRQKDGIDOOHQ-RKQ+DUULVZURWHWRWKH6RFLHW\¶V9LFH-President, Sir 
John Hoskyns, in February to deny the accusation.ix +DUULVSRLQWHGRXW WKDW6ORDQH¶VFODLPV WKDWKLV
editorial control was absolute and that he was entitled to print whatever he chose in the journal, were 
XOWLPDWHO\XVHOHVV,WZDVLPSRVVLEOHWRFRQYLQFHPHQRI6ORDQH¶VVROHHGLWRULDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\KHZUote, 
µZKLOH3DSHUV5HDGEHIRUH\H6RFLHW\DUHSXEOLVKHGWKHUHZKLOH/HWWHUV WRPHPEHUVRI LWDUH WKHUH
LQVHUWHG	ZKLOH([SHULPHQWVPDGHEHIRUHWKHPDUHWKHUH3ULQWHG¶x He argued that the Society needed 
either to assume formal responsibility for the Transactions, or publicly disown it. 
The Society debated what to do, but took no action. And so the ambiguity persisted. The Swiss traveller 
Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach, visiting London in 1710, assumed that the relative worthlessness of 
recent volumes of the Transactions was an effect of the SRFLHW\¶V ODVVLWXGH IXUWKHU reflected in the 
KRUULI\LQJVWDWHRIGLVUHSDLUKHIRXQGLQWKH6RFLHW\¶VUHSRVLWRU\).xi In the 1720s, and indeed much earlier, 
LWLVHYLGHQWIURPWKH6RFLHW\¶VMRXUQDOERRNVWKDWWKHLQVWLWution did frequently order the editor to publish 
particular papers.xii Authors communicated their papers to the Society in the express hope that they 
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would appear in the Transactions, a fact which is sometimes recorded.xiii The Transactions may not 
have formally belonged to the Society, but everyone (except the editors) behaved as if it did. This was 
particularly apparent in 1721/2, when two rival proposals to continue -RKQ /RZWKRUS¶V 
abridgement of the Transactions were adjudicated by the Society. Despite being the work of eight 
different editors, the Transactions was considered as a single piece of literary property stretching back 
to 1665 - one controlled by the Society.xiv 
How then had the Society arrived at this situation? What was its level of involvement with the 
Transactions? The Council had been involved since 1665 by licensing monthly issues, but this process 
has left only faint archival traces; it tends not to record any deliberation or discussion but only the bare 
fact of the imprimatur.xv It may not EHDIXOO\DFFXUDWHUHIOHFWLRQRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VLQSXWLQWRWKHZRUNRI
producing the journal, however. Throughout the period of private ownership the Society would 
RFFDVLRQDOO\ UHFRPPHQG SDUWLFXODU SDSHUV IRU SXEOLFDWLRQ XVLQJ WKH IRUPXOD µRUGHUHG IRU WKe 
7UDQVDFWLRQV¶DOWKRXJKWKHIRUFHDQGHIIHFWRIWKHVHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVLVQRZKHUHVSHFLILHG3HUKDSV
PRUH VLJQLILFDQW WKRXJK GLIILFXOW WR VXEVWDQWLDWH ZHUH 2OGHQEXUJ¶V UHJXODU PHHWLQJV DERXW 6RFLHW\
business (and likely also the Transactions) with the 6RFLHW\¶V3UHVLGHQW:LOOLDP9LVFRXQW%URXQFNHU
LQWKHODWWHU¶VURRPVxvi   
There were more obvious links.  The periodical was published by a succession of Officers of the Society.  
As is well known, the early journal was closely intertwined with Oldenburg¶V DFWLYLW\ DV D
correspondent.xvii Much of this was linked to his official responsibility as Secretary of the Society, and 
much of the research communicated to him by scholars outside London and natural philosophers on the 
Continent and beyond he received precisely because of his official position; sending material to 
Oldenburg was a well-understood way of communicating with a wider natural-philosophical audience.   
<HW2OGHQEXUJ¶VRULJLQDODSSRLQWPHQWDV6HFUHWDU\ZDVDOVRDQLPSOLFLWUHFRJQLWLRQRIWKHQHWZork of 
natural-philosophical contacts he had independently built up over the previous two decades, as well as 
his unusual gift for languages, and the robustness and integrity of this network depended upon him 
personally.  This is directly discernible in the content of the Transactions during his editorship: almost 
half the material in the Transactions between 1665 and 1677 was never communicated to the Royal 
Society.xviii Similarly, the proportion of material in the Transactions from the Continent was at its 
highest in this period.  Both the ratio of material not communicated in Society meetings and the 
HPSKDVLV RQ &RQWLQHQWDO QHZV GHFOLQHG DIWHU 2OGHQEXUJ¶V GHDWK This careful equilibrium allowed 
Oldenburg to orient his periodical two ways at once; a fellow of the Society could read it and expect to 
learn about natural philosophical activity outside England and the metropolis, while provincial and 
foreign readers would receive news of the Society.  
This balance of Royal Society and non-Royal Society content in the periodical, combined with the dense 
networks of correspondence with Oldenburg at their centre, made the Transactions in effect into a 
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newsletter of natural-philosophical goings-on.  That Oldenburg was striving for this effect can be 
demonstrated by considering briefly the form of the items it contained. Full descriptions of experiments 
were set alongside stray observations or second-hand scraps of information, often no longer than a 
single paragraph, as well as summaries of recent books, translated excerpts from recent works in other 
languages, requests for information on specific topics, and previews of forthcoming books (especially 
by Robert Boyle). Often an item in the early Transactions had no single author but was instead compiled 
by Oldenburg from disparate, frequently anonymous sources.  Oldenburg, then, enjoyed a high degree 
of editorial independence ± but it suited him commercially to create an impression of association 
between the institution and the periodical while preventing perfect identity between them.  This was not 
a trivial consideration, since Oldenburg hoped to make his living from the Transactions, and was wholly 
financially responsible for it.xix 
7KHDPELJXLW\RIWKHSHULRGLFDO¶VSRVLWLRQZDVSDUWO\2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHOLEHUDWHFUHDWLRQDQGKLVGHDWK
afforded the Society (notionally, at least) an opportunity to clarify it.  Yet it did not do so. Instead we 
continue to find evidence of publications that were technically the sole property of their editors 
appearing within the ambit of the Society and subject to its influence.  The Society continued to 
recommend particular papers to the editors for publication; it continued to express its desire for the 
periodical to appear whenever it threatened to lapse; it replaced failing editors; and it even began for 
the first time to encourage the publication financially, in the form of an institutional subscription of 60 
copies of each issue. xx  Yet the editors were manifestly highly independent, in practice and in theory. I 
now focus briefly on Edmond Halley and Robert Hooke here because, by comparison with Oldenburg, 
their cases represent the most significantly different institutional and professional relationships to the 
Transactions among its early editors.  
Between 1679 and 1682, the Transactions ZDVUHSODFHGE\5REHUW+RRNH¶VPhilosophical Collections. 
Hooke, who had profoundly mistrusted Oldenburg and was determined to replace the Transactions, 
lobbied the Society extensively for permission to produce his own periodical and eventually 
prevailed.xxi  The fact that Hooke had to fight so hard shows at the very least that the Society supported 
the continuation of the Transactions; although there was no theoretLFDOREVWDFOHWR+RRNH¶VODXQFKLQJ
an alternative title independently, his eagerness to secure its endorsement suggests that proceeding 
ZLWKRXWLWZRXOGKDYHPHDQWGRLQJZLWKRXWWKH6RFLHW\¶VLPSULPDWXUDQGSHUKDSVEHLQJGHSULYHGRI
material communicated to it.  
The closest the Society came to bringing the periodical formally under its oversight was in 1686, in 
response to the abrupt resignation of both WKH6RFLHW\¶VVHFUHWDULHVZKRhad revived the Transactions 
DIWHU+RRNH¶VCollections lapsed in 1682 and published it jointly. From 1682 to 1685 one Secretary was 
usually London-based and the other in Oxford,xxii in an attempt to establish closer institutional links 
EHWZHHQWKH5R\DO6RFLHW\DQG2[IRUG¶VQDVFHQW3KLORVRSKLFDO6RFLHW\,Q Edmond Halley was 
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DSSRLQWHGDVWKH6RFLHW\¶VVDODULHG&OHUNand the publication of the Transactions was soon added to 
the list of his duties.xxiii  7KLV LV XQLTXH LQ WKH 6RFLHW\¶V SUH-20th-century history, in that editorial 
responsibility for the journal now EHORQJHGWRRQHRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VVDODULHGHPSOR\HHVWKH&OHUNUDWKHU
than an honorary officer and member of the council (the Secretary). The institution had not merely 
VSHFLILHGWKH&OHUN¶VGXWLHVEXWKDGDSSDUHQWO\LPSRVHGWKHILQDQFLDOULVNRISXEOLFDtion upon him.xxiv 
7KH&OHUNVKLSZDV H[SOLFLWO\ LQWHQGHG WRDEVRUE WKH µODERULRXVSDUW¶xxv RI WKH6HFUHWDU\¶V IXQFWLRQV
responsible for keeping the minutes and drafting correspondence as well as the Transactions, and his 
subordinate status was spelled out.xxvi StULNLQJO\WKHILQDQFLDOULVNUHPDLQHG+DOOH\¶V 
Adrian Johns views this episode as the Society assuming control of the Transactions, by putting it in 
the hands of a man who was supposed to take instruction from the Council, and did not enjoy 
2OGHQEXUJ¶V µIUHHGRPRIDFWLRQRIDJHQWOHPDQ¶xxvii Yet Halley evidently did not view his instructions 
as binding. He justified a long interval between issues in 1687 by explaining that his energies (and his 
ILQDQFHVKDGEHHQWLHGXSLQWKHSXEOLFDWLRQRI,VDDF1HZWRQ¶VPrincipia Mathematica, [shift note to 
end of sentence] which Halley gradually coaxed out of the Cambridge mathematician over a period of 
years and supervised through the press.xxviii He also put out no issues of the Transactions between 1689 
and 1691.xxix 
Halley was also a rare early instance of a highly active researcher having editorial responsibility for the 
periodical.  During both his periods of editorship ± as Clerk, between 1686 and 1692, and as Secretary, 
between 1714 and 1719 ± he published a great deal of his own work in the Transactions.  Sixteen of his 
own research papers appeared during his first stint, and twenty during the second (rising to twenty-nine 
if we include the papers he submitted to volume 31 (1720-21), retrospectively compiled by his successor 
as Secretary, James Jurin). By using the Transactions as a vehicle for his privately-conducted research,  
Halley fulfilled his obligations to the Society to produce the periodical, but also refashioned it to his 
own ends. In 1692 he offered to support the Transactions E\VXSSO\LQJµGHSURSULR¶DTXDUWHURIWKH
material for the journal. The Society apparently turned him down, and Richard Waller, secretary since 
1687, agreed to take over the editorship, though Halley nevertheless contributed nine papers over the 
next two years.xxx 
Nonetheless, a pattern emerges. Halley and Hooke both used their editorial positions for publishing 
their own work, or for promoting their own research agendas. The Society was willing to countenance 
alternative titles or structures of editorship ± but only for as long as the periodical continued to appear 
reasonably regularly (meaning, in practice, at least once a quarter, and ideally monthly). Waller took 
over the editorship from Halley in 1692 after complex negotiations, and Hans Sloane from Waller in 
1695.xxxi Sloane and Waller are among the earliest instances of what would prove to be a durable 
tradition, at least until 1752, of appointing Secretaries with significant independent incomes, who could 
weather with equanimity if not indifference the costs that publishing the Transactions usually entailed. 
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These were by no means insignificant ± Sloane estimated that publishing the Transactions had cost him 
over £1500 in twenty years.xxxii (The fact that the Secretaries personally bankrolled the periodical 
probably contributed to their editorial independence.)  
The Society itself, by contrast, spent almost nothing on publishing prior to 1682.xxxiii There are some 
QHJOLJLEOHH[FHSWLRQVDFRXSOHRIVPDOOSD\PHQWVWRWKH6RFLHW\¶VGHVLJQDWHGprinter, John Martyn, for 
jobbing printing and for an occasional small stock of copies of the Transactions, and for 100 extra 
copies of an early issue entirely dedicated to a natural-historical questionnaire for distribution for 
seamen and travellers bound for distant voyages.xxxiv Potentially more significant was the £40 salary 
paid annually to Oldenburg from 1667 until his death, which could be considered a partial subsidy of 
the Transactions on the part of the Society.xxxv This was the last instance of a regular payment to a 
secretary until 1719, however. Robert Plot and Edmond Halley were offered salaries of £40 specifically 
to undertake the publication of the Transactions DORQJ ZLWK WKH 6RFLHW\¶V FRUUHVSRQGHQFHxxxvi both 
turned the offer down.  The general impression is that publishing, particularly during the Oldenburg era, 
was a very low institutional priority. The Society spent nothing on any of the books associated with its 
first two decades ± HLWKHURQ+RRNH¶VMicrographia RUHYHQRQ6SUDW¶VHistory of the Royal 
Society (1667), DZRUNSURGXFHGDWWKH6RFLHW\¶VEHKHVWDQGXQGHUWKHLUGLUHFWVXSHUYLVLRQxxxvii  
Throughout the post-Oldenburg period, and for the rest of the seventeenth century, we find the Society¶V
council simultaneously concerned to ensure the smooth continuation of some form of periodical 
publishing in natural philosophy, while not wishing to have to assume direct editorial or financial 
responsibility for it. The Transactions was evidently convenient for the Society as a venue in which to 
be able to order the publication of particular papers; yet editors were allowed to run it as they thought 
fit, with considerable discretion over periodicity, content, and even where the printing was done.xxxviii 
On one point the Society remained consistent: the person in charge of the Transactions, or its equivalent, 
was also the person responsible for WKH6RFLHW\¶V correspondence.  Hooke was given permission to start 
a periodical at the moment his fellow-secretary, Nehemiah Grew, stepped back from his role as 
correspondence secretary, and the same responsibility had devolved to Halley as Clerk before he was 
asked to take on the Transactions. 
Experimenting with publishing: what purpose did the Society see for publishing natural 
philosophy? (1767 words) 
Despite its apparent concern for the continuation of the Transactions, however, there is plenty of 
evidence that the Society did not regard the Transactions as a fully adequate representation of its activity 
LQSULQW7KH6RFLHW\¶VUHOXFWDQFHWRWDNHdirect control of the periodical is circumstantial evidence for 
this; and WKHGHFLVLRQWRSXEOLVK7KRPDV6SUDW¶VHistory is also suggestive.  The longest of the three 
SDUWVRI6SUDW¶VERRNFRQVLVWVRIUHVHDUFKSUHVHQWHGRUFRQGXFWHGLQPHHWLQJVRIWKH5R\DO6Rciety, none 
of which had previously appeared in the Transactions$ORQJZLWK+RRNH¶VMicrographia it is one of 
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WZR LPSRUWDQW ERRNV LVVXHG XQGHU WKH 6RFLHW\¶V LPSULPDWXU ZKLFK PD\ EH VDLG WR KDYH EHHQ
commissioned by the institution.xxxix This separate presentaWLRQRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VZRUNLQDVSHFLILFDOO\
apologetic context, at a time when the Transactions had been in print for two and a half years, indicates 
doubts that the periodical reflected enough credit upon the Society to deflect the criticisms which had 
begun to be aimed at it.xl  This is not surprising: much of what was published in the Transactions 
manifestly had nothing to do with the Society, and there was little evidence of programmatic 
institutional research in the rest. Both propositions are also circumstantial evidence for the idea that the 
notion of the Transactions as a natural venue in which to publish discrete, adequately complete pieces 
of research had not yet taken hold.   
 
In December 1676 the Society contemplated a new form of publication that would specifically promote 
Society-sponsored research. It elected a committee, with both Oldenburg and Hooke among the 
PHPEHUVWRFRPEWKH6RFLHW\¶VDUFKLYHVIRUSXEOLVKDEOHPDWHULDOxli . Then 2OGHQEXUJ¶VVXGGHQGHDWK
in the late summer of 1677, cast sudden doubt on the future of the Transactions.xlii The Society took the 
opportunity to re-examine the whole question of institutional publishing.xliii On 2 January 1677/8 the 
Council passed the following two orders: 
That there be prepared once a year a collection of all such matters, as have been handled that 
year, concerning four, five or more subjects, which have been well prosecuted, and completed; 
which may be printed in the name of the Society against the anniversary election-day: 
That the Register-books of the Society be perused; and that what shall be thought fit by the 
council to be published, be drawn out and printed accordingly.xliv  
This envisages two strands to Royal Society publishing, both of them more closely tied to the institution 
than any that had previously existed; one formally linked to a renewed programme of experimentation 
and the other taking DGYDQWDJHRID UHSRVLWRU\RIPDWHULDO ODQJXLVKLQJXQSXEOLVKHG LQ WKH6RFLHW\¶V
archives. Strikingly, there is no mention in this model of the Transactions, or anything like it. The first 
order calls only for annual periodicity, and for the production of books or pamphlets grouped by subject 
rather than in periodical form; the second involves no periodicity at all. It is not clear from the order 
alone how the Society proposed to manage the research programme, but a related issue was discussed 
LQ WKH6RFLHW\ LQ'HFHPEHUZKLFKPD\KDYHIHG LQWR WKHEURDGHUGLVFXVVLRQVRI WKH6RFLHW\¶V
publishing strategy.   
Nehemiah Grew, newly appointed alongside Hooke as Secretary, was a rare early instance in the Royal 
Society of an individual being paid to undertake a particular programme of research.xlv And in 1676 and 
1677, he was again paid for a series of botanical demonstrations accompanied by illustrations. Grew 
gave WKHWZHOIWKRIWKHVHµFRQFHUQLQJIORZHUV¶RQ'HFHPEHUDIWHUZKLFKLWZDVSURSRVHGWKDW
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he be encouraged to print it. John Wallis  suggested  µWKDWLWZDVSURSHUWRSULQWDOOWKDWNLQGLQTXDUWR
thaW WKH\PLJKWEHERXQGWRJHWKHU¶.xlvi  The example of *UHZ¶VSociety-sponsored research, coupled 
with :DOOLV¶VLQSXW about the appropriate format for publishing such research, may have informed the 
proposals for future publications made the following month. 
The Society also had models from the Continent for the institutional publishing of sustained research 
programmes. The Saggi di Naturali Esperienze of the Florentine Accademia del Cimento had been 
SXEOLVKHGLQFRQVLVWLQJRIDVHOHFWLRQRIWKHDFDGHP\¶VH[SHULPHQWV in book form.xlvii Between 
1669 and 1676 the Académie Royale des Sciences had published four volumes of collaboratively-
produced botanical and anatomical research carried out under its auspices. The Mémoires pour server 
j O¶KLVWRLUH QDWXUHOOH GHV $QLPDX[ in particular, was the serially expanded result of anatomical 
dissections carried out in the Royal Library at Paris over several years, starting life as an account of a 
single dissection reported in a quarto pamphlet and ending in 1671 as a Royal Folio volume, lavishly 
illustrated by Sébastien Leclerc, of 31 anatomical descriptions (supplemented in 1676 by a further 19).  
Both the Académie in Paris and the Cimento appear to have viewed book form as the appropriate form 
of publication for institutionally-sponsored research; a view the Society appears, on the evidence of the 
January orders, to have shared.xlviii   
At first glance, neither form of publishing proposed by the Royal Society in January 1677/8 
materialized.xlix  7KHUHZHUHQRWKHPDWLFFROOHFWLRQVLVVXHGDQQXDOO\LQWKH6RFLHW\¶VQDPHQRUZHUe 
DQWKRORJLHVRIPDWHULDO IURPWKH6RFLHW\¶VDUFKLYH issued under the editorial control of the Council, 
despite Council returning to the idea several times over the course of a year and more.  Instead, 
Philosophical Transactions resumed publication, edited by Grew, in February 1678 and continued to 
appear until February 1679. Yet several things were published which, upon closer inspection, closely 
resemble WKH&RXQFLO¶VSURSRVDOV 
The issues of the Transactions put out by Grew ± especially those covering the six months between 
January and June 1678 ± could in fact be seen as embodying WKH&RXQFLO¶VSODQWRPLQHWKH6RFLHW\¶V
archive for material, with number 137 (Jan/Feb 1678) featuring items originally communicated to the 
Society by Sir Robert Moray in 1661. Other items dated from 1661, 1666 and 1668.l Although the 
Transactions continued to be printed under the same title, evidently the injunction to scour the early 
archives for publishable contributions had been obeyed.  The next few issues were a mixture of material 
GUDZQIURPWKH6RFLHW\¶VHDUOLHVW\HDUVZLWKOHWWHUVFRPPXQLFDWHGVLQFH2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHDWKli 
0HDQZKLOHWKHUHZHUHVHYHUDOSXEOLFDWLRQVSXWRXWZLWKLQWKH6RFLHW\¶VRUELWWKDWDSSHDUWRUHODWHWRWKH
order to prosecute and publish thematically grouped research. *UHZ¶VOHFWXUHVRQIORZHUVDQGVHHGV
whose collective publication Wallis had advocated, eventually appeared as Part 4 of The Anatomy of 
Plants (London, 1682); Robert Hooke also published a series of thematically organised collections of 
papers and lectures, some by himself and some by other people, under the general title of Lectures and 
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Collections (not to be confused with his Philosophical Collections discussed above) in 1678. Lectures 
and Collections consist of two sets of discourses, one entitled Cometa and the other Microscopium.  
Both collections have multiple authors, but are signed and paginated as a single volume.  The immediate 
occasion for Cometa ZDV+RRNH¶VREVHUYDWLRQVRIWKHFRPHWRI$SULOWKHVHDUHOLQNHGWRDVHWRI
geQHUDOVSHFXODWLRQVEDVHGRQKLVRZQREVHUYDWLRQVDQGRWKHUV¶RIWKHFRPHWVRIDQGlii 
)URPWKHUHKHVHJXHVLQWRDSUREOHPSURSRVHGE\&KULVWRSKHU:UHQIRUILQGLQJDFRPHW¶VSDUDOOD[DQG
a discussion of the properties of luminescent bodies.  This VHWVWKHVFHQHIRUDSDSHURI%R\OH¶VRQWZR
new types of phosophorus, and a series of astronomical observations by Jean Gallet, Giandomenico 
Cassini, and Edmond Halley. liii  &DVVLQL¶V REVHUYDWLRQV DQG UHIOHFWLRQV XSRQ WKHP DV ZHOO DV KLV
µ2EVHUYDWLRQRIWKH'LXUQDOPRWLRQRI>6DWXUQ@¶DUHH[WUDFWHGIURPWKHJournal des Sçavans.liv   
Microscopium is similarly constructed ± in this case the point of departure is a pair of letters received 
IURP/HHXZHQKRHN LQ IROORZHGE\DQDFFRXQWRI+RRNH¶VHIIRUWV WRUHSOLFDWH/HHXZHQKRHN¶V
observations (made necessary by the fact that Leeuwenhoek refused to share the technology he used to 
make them). Hooke then moves on to a critique of the claims of a French book on microscopy by P. 
Cherubine, which hHFODLPHG WRKDYH µFDVXDOO\PHWZLWK¶ µZKLOHVW WKLV'LVFRXUVHZDV3ULQWLQJ¶DQG
ZKRVHDXWKRUKDGVHHQILWWRFULWLFLVHVRPHRI+RRNH¶VRZQHIIRUWVSXEOLVKHGLQMicrographia.lv  The 
last item is a letter of anatomical observations communicated by James Young, not microscopical and 
QRWSDUWLFXODUO\FRQQHFWHGWRWKHWKHPHSURSRVHGE\WKHWUDFW¶VWLWOH 
In short, these are thematic tracts drawing upon multiple authors, published under the SocieW\¶V
imprimatur.  They feature accounts of recent books, excerpts from foreign periodicals, and draw on 
work in allied fields.  They bear a similarity to the publications called for in Council in January 1677/8 
that has never been remarked on; a similarity striking enough to suggest either that they were produced 
LQUHVSRQVHWRWKH&RXQFLO¶VGLUHFWLYHRUWKDWWKH&RXQFLO¶VGLUHFWLYH had originated with Hooke himself, 
DVDZD\RIJDLQLQJWKH6RFLHW\¶VDSSURYDOIRUDYHQWXUHKHKDGLQPLQG.  They rely upon the same range 
of resources as Oldenburg¶VTransactions ± Royal Society activity, private communication, books, and 
foreign printed periodicals ± EXWFRQILJXUHWKHPGLIIHUHQWO\XVLQJ+RRNH¶VRZQH[SHULPHQWDOZRUN
accounts of his methodology, and speculations as the binding thread.   
It is true that these thematic tracts ZHUHQRWSXEOLVKHGLQWKH6RFLHW\¶VQDPH1HYHUWKHOHVVH[DPLQLQJ
+RRNH¶VWUDFWVDORQJVLGH*UHZ¶VHIIRUWVDVHGLWRURIWKHTransactions, there are good grounds for seeing 
the publishing acWLYLWLHV RI WKH 6RFLHW\¶V WZR VHFUHWDULHV LQ  DV D WZR-pronged solution to the 
problem of how to replace Oldenburg and his periodical: a solution founded upon a simultaneous 
attempt to draw upon experimental work linked to the Royal Society while endeavouring to include the 
best of the research communicated to it.  
2OGHQEXUJ¶VSHULRGLFDOKDGSXW WKH6RFLHW\ DW WKH FHQWUHRI DQHWZRUNRI VFLHQWLILF FRPPXQLFDWLRQ
*UHZ¶VDQG+RRNH¶VUHVSHFWLYHSXEOLFDWLRQVKDGWKHFDSDFLW\WRGHPRQVWUDWHLWVSURGXFWLYLW\in matters 
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of research.lvi ,WLVDOVRQRWDEOHWKDW+RRNH¶VWUDFWVDQG*UHZ¶VTransactions were flexible enough to 
DEVRUEVRPHRI WKH IXQFWLRQVRI2OGHQEXUJ¶V MRXUQDO*UHZSXEOLVKHGPRUH UHFHQWFRPPXQLFDWLRQV
alongside work from the furthest recesses of the 6RFLHW\¶VDUFKLYHZKLOH+RRNHDWWDFKHGFXUUHQWZRUN
by Continental scholars to his tracts that did not strictly address the theme of his own experiments and 
observations but was at least in allied fields (planetary astronomy in Cometa, anatomical observations 
in Microscopium.) 
Whose knowledge? Research, registration and publishing, 1677-1687 (1279 words) 
The Society theoretically had the basis for an alternative model to the Transactions. Hooke and Grew, 
LQWKHLUDWWHPSWVWRVDWLVI\WKH&RXQFLO¶VGLUHFWLYHVZHUHGUDZLQJLQGLIIHUHQWZD\VXSRQWKH6RFLHW\¶V
UHJLVWHUV2ULJLQDOO\WKHJHQHULFQDPHIRUWKH6RFLHW\¶VUHFRUGVDQGIRUWKHPDQZKRNHSWWKHP± a post 
WKDW EHFDPH WKH 6HFUHWDU\VKLS DIWHU WKH 6RFLHW\¶V LQFRUSRUDWLRQ LQ  WKH UHJLVWHUV Kad come 
specifically to mean the record of experiments shown to the Society and of research communications 
brought in by fellows, set down in the Register-book series. Various functions originally embodied in 
the register split off and became separate archival series DURXQGWKHWLPHRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VLQFRUSRUDWLRQ
in 1662 and 1663. The records of debates in the Society, for instance, became the Journal-books. The 
record of specific orders became the Council minutes.  Letters were copied into separate books. Thus, 
thH UHJLVWHU¶V SXUSRVH EHFDPH PRUH closely identified with the accreditation of discoveries and 
knowledge-claims.lvii   
Despite their role as an independent and impartial record of individual discovery, the registers were also 
intended as a record of thH6RFLHW\¶VUHVHDUFKSURGXFWLYLW\This is clear from WKH6RFLHW\¶VHDUO\DFFRXQW
books. The Society from 1663 to 1687 laid out considerable sums of money ± often up to a third of its 
total outlay, and sometimes more ± on salaries for experimental staff, the Curator and his assistants 
(Richard Shortgrave and later Henry Hunt), and bills for equipment and materials.  There were also 
piecemeal payments to Grew for his botanical lectures.lviii This investment gave the Society plausible 
claims of ownership on the resulting experimental research in its registers. The write-XSVRI+RRNH¶V
work as Curator of Experiments belonged in them.  As Curator ± though not (later?) as Secretary ± 
Hooke was a paid employee; and the experiments he devised and carried out in that capacity were paid 
for by the Royal Society. The absence of social equality between Hooke and the majority of the 
fellowship, most crucially expressed in the fact that Hooke was successively the salaried employee of 
Robert Boyle and the Royal Society, has been a major theme of work documenting the struggles Hooke 
faced in securing credit for his discoveries . Both Steven Shapin and Stephen Pumfrey note that Hooke 
resisted WKH6RFLHW\¶VDWWHPSWVWRFXUEKLVIUHHGRPRIDFWLRQ as curator.lix In many cases Hooke had not 
KDQGHG RYHU KLV ZRUN DV GLUHFWHG EHFDXVH KH GLVWUXVWHG WKH 6RFLHW\¶V FRPPXQLFDWLRQ SUDFWLFHV DV
embodied in Oldenburg.lx   
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Neither Pumfrey nor Shapin tackle this directly, but the question of why the Royal Society sought to 
bring Hooke firmly under control, other than simply to assert their authority and remind him of his 
place, is critical to understanding the development of an institutional publishing strategy ± of how 
knowledge was to be used and disseminated, as well as made, by the institution.  The gap left in the 
UHFRUGE\+RRNH¶Vfailure to deliver his work was plainly a matter of concern: Hooke was repeatedly 
called upon either to submit, publish, or methodise his curatorial work for the Society between 1679 
and 1687, and Council resolutions were passed to make sure that he could not continue to withhold 
IXWXUHZRUNIURPWKH6RFLHW\$WWKHVDPHWLPHWKH6RFLHW\PRYHGWRUHVWULFWWKH&XUDWRU¶VIUHHGRP
insisting on prior approval of written descriptions of proposed experiments and written accounts to be 
delivered the following week. lxi The Society was doing all it could to secure a supply of experimental 
knowledge-claims that it could claim as its own and dispose of as it saw fit.    
Where the Society could not claim direct ownership of knowledge-claims it was more circumspect.  
+RRNH ZDV SXW LQ FKDUJH RI WKH 6RFLHW\¶V FRUUHVSRQGHQFH LQ 'HFHPEHU  DQG KH LPPHGLDWHO\
endeavoured to bring WKH LQVWLWXWLRQ¶V communicative function under close control. He proposed a 
MRXUQDOVSHFLILFDOO\RIµSDUWLFXODUVUHDGLQWKH6RFLHW\WKDW>«@VKDOOQRWEHVROGRUVHQW¶WRDQ\RQHEXW
Fellows and officially designated correspondents of the Society, who would be identified by their 
capacity to communicate useful material of their own. Timeliness was also an important factor ± 
external contributions were to be communicated to the Society as soon as received. lxii This is an 
intensely restricted idea of publication, so much so that it scarcely deserves the term. For Hooke, 
uncontrolled communication so thoroughly compromised the rights of the individual discoverer that the 
Society had to become a virtually closed circuit in order to make it a secure space for disclosing 
discovery.  
+RRNH¶VOLPLWHG-circulation journal never materialised. Soon afterwards, in August 1679, Hooke agreed 
WRXQGHUWDNHDSKLORVRSKLFDOQHZVOHWWHUEDVHGRQLQIRUPDWLRQIURPWKH6RFLHW\¶VFRUUHVSRQGHQWV7KHUH
was a crucial proviso, however; if he wished to draw material from the registers for publication, he 
ZRXOGUHTXLUHWKHDXWKRU¶VDQGWKH&RXQFLO¶VDSSURYDOEHIRUHLWZDVSXEOLVKHGlxiii This is an important 
FODULILFDWLRQRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VSRVLWLRQZLWKUHJDUGWRWKHUHJLVWHUV7KHDXWKRULW\WRSXEOLVKVXFKPDWHULDO
vested jointly in the Society and the author, claims at the very least joint ownership not just of 
experiments carried out before the Society but also of any material communicated to the Society that 
WKH\WKRXJKWZRUWK\RIUHJLVWUDWLRQ7KH&RXQFLO¶VIRUPXODWLRQLVSUREDEO\EHVWXQGHUVWRod as a joint 
power of veto over material freely communicated to it, and seems mainly intended to distinguish 
between what was suitable for a periodical (correspondence) and what was not (properly articulated 
knowledge claims read or performed before the Society and attributed to particular authors).    
7KH6RFLHW\¶VYLVLRQRIDQDWXUDOSKLORVRSKLFDOSHULRGLFDODWWKLVWLPHWKHUHIRUHDSSHDUVWRKDYHEHHQ
limited to seeing it as a vehicle for communications from outside the institution ± a vision that 
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Oldenburg had helped create by refashioning letters into items of natural-philosophical news and by the 
continuous stream of external material he brought into the Society and into the Transactions. This has 
an epistemic aspect: it implied that knowledge-claims in the Transactions had a different status from 
those to which the Society could credibly stand witness. lxiv  Not only did these external knowledge 
claims not belong to the Society, the Society could have little role in assenting to them and thus help to 
create them as facts. Work conducted inside the Society, over which it could claim ownership by virtue 
of having paid for it and which the fellowship could help secure epistemically by acting as witness to 
it, required an independent experimental programme, and, ideally, a different publishing format; books 
or tracts, a form that lacked the ambiguous status and authorship of a periodical and could clarify the 
distinction between what the Society might claim and what it merely reported.   
After the early efforWVUHSUHVHQWHGE\*UHZ¶VYHUVLRQRIWKHTransactions DQG+RRNH¶VLectures and 
Collections, these modes of publication fizzled out.  The initial obstacle to the project proved to be 
+RRNH KLPVHOI VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ UHVSRQVLEOH IRU WKH 6RFLHW\¶V H[SHULPHQWDO Srogramme, its 
correspondence, maintaining its books and papers, the ordering and publishing of his work as Curator 
of Experiments, for the compilation and publication of a periodical, his two endowed lectureships, and 
his architectural work, he simply failed to keep up. The minutes from this period are full of gaps, his 
curatorial work was not published in his lifetime, and only seven issues of the Philosophical Collections 
were published in the three and a half years from 1679 to 1682. lxv    
<HW+RRNH¶VIDLlures did not mean these projects were immediately abandoned. The Society continued 
to solicit his experimental back catalogue until the late 1680s. Meanwhile new, specialist Curators of 
Experiments were appointed in 1682.lxvi They were committed to particular courses of experiment and 
specific subjects, probably in the hope that their work would naturally yield the kinds of annual thematic 
tracts envisaged in the 1670s. The institution reconfigured itself to produce more systematic, 
publishable research of a kind it could claim to own ± because it had paid for it. Meanwhile, virtually 
all Society directives concerning the Transactions during this period ± concerning specifically 
periodical publishing, in other words ± connect it with correspondence.lxvii   
2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHDWK forced the Society to consider what the Transactions ± or equivalent ± ought to 
consist of, and it opted for the communication of natural philosophical news, aiming to relay 
information from individual correspondents back to all.  At the same time it put more effort into 
developing the Society as a research institute, as a producer of collectively witnessed natural and 
experimental knowledge which it had the right to dispose of as it pleased. It invested its limited funds 
in experimental knowledge production rather than in publishing or communication.lxviii The difference 
is between being an entrepot for knowledge-claims, and a manufacturer of them. The latter does not 
necessarily imply that the Society claimed the right to final adjudication of knowledge, but it does imply 
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an important epistemic difference between what was to be published as a periodical and what was to 
DSSHDULQµWKH6RFLHW\¶VQDPH¶lxix 
The abandoning of experimental enterprise (1463) 
By 1687, however, the attempt to publish Society-sponsored research had more or less collapsed. The 
last serving Curator, Denis Papin, left to take up an offer of employment on the Continent, and the 
specialist Curators of 1682 had left office. Halley, invited to take up a Curatorial post in 1684, declined.  
The Society employed no experimental demonstrator for most of the next twenty years.lxx The shift was 
WKHUHVXOWRIDFRPELQDWLRQRIIDFWRUV)LUVW+RRNH¶VEHLQJYRWHGRXWRIWKH6HFUHWDU\VKLSLQDQG
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ RXW RI WKH &RXQFLO SUREDEO\ UHPRYHG VRPH RI WKH SUHVVXUH WR NHHS WKH 6RFLHW\¶V
involvement in periodical publishing entirely distinct from its research practice. It is notable, for 
instance, that from 1682 the prefaces or advertisements attached by successive editors to the first issues 
of their respective tenures start to refer to the Transactions as a kind of safety net and friendly surround 
IRU IXJLWLYHSLHFHV µ>WKDW@FROOHFWV VPDOO WUDFWV WKDWZRXOGRWKHUZLVHEH ORVW¶lxxi They also begin to 
connect the activity of the periodical more explicitly with work carried on before the Royal Society. 
Second, the Society began in 1686 to dabble in other forms of publishing, and to do so for the first time 
as an investor. The fellows HOHFWHGWRIXQGWKHSRVWKXPRXVSXEOLFDWLRQRI)UDQFLV:LOOXJKE\¶VHistoria 
Piscium (1686), a hugely expensive illustrated work that proved essentially unsalable and stretched the 
6RFLHW\¶VWKLQUHVRXUFHVHYHQIXUWKHU± Francis Aston noted his relief and astonishment that the Society 
ZRXOGVWLOOKDYHFDVKLQKDQGµDIWHUDOORXUJUHDWH[SHQVH¶lxxii  
7KH WKLUG IDFWRU ZDV (GPRQG +DOOH\¶V DSSRLQWPHQW DV editor.  Here we must distinguish carefully 
EHWZHHQ +DOOH\¶V SRVLWLRQ DQG +RRNH¶V DOWKRXJK +DOOH\ DV &OHUN ZDV WHFKQLFDOO\ WKH &RXQFLO¶V
subordinate, over whom it had more direct and explicit authority than any of his predecessors, it had 
none over his extensive astronomical and mathematical research ± which it KDGRYHU+RRNH¶V*UHZ¶V
and the succession of paid Curators of the early 1680s. Halley used many of his own communications 
to the Society, as we have seen, to flesh out issues of the Transactions put out under his editorship, but 
the publication of these was freely undertaken; it belonged to him, not to the institution, in spite of his 
subordinate position. Equally crucially, very little appeared in the Transactions under Halley that had 
not also been presented or communicated to the Society. The combination of publishing distractions, 
financial difficulty, and the inability to retain Curators, all added to the importance of the Transactions 
to the Society, and it became a fuller representation of what the Society was doing. 
The fourth factor, and probably the most effective in the long term, was Hans Sloane. When he assumed 
the editorship in 1695, WKH5R\DO6RFLHW\¶VVSRQVRUVKLSRIH[SHULPHQWKDGHVVHQWLDOO\EHHQLQabeyance 
for eight years. He served as editor for nineteen years, and later as President for a further fourteen. 
Cromwell Mortimer, who served as secretary-editor from 1728 until 1750, and thus IRUPRVWRI6ORDQH¶V
presidency, became his neighbour in BloomVEXU\6TXDUHDW6ORDQH¶VUHTXHVW, and the number of papers 
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edited for the Transactions during this period, which have ended up in the Sloane papers in the British 
library, suggesting his continuing influence. lxxiii  Sloane thus provided a long spell of institutional 
continuity, something the Transactions KDGODFNHGIRUWKHWZRGHFDGHVIROORZLQJ2OGHQEXUJ¶VGHDWK 
 The Transactions manifestly stabilised under Sloane. It settled into a slower periodicity, usually 
coming out every two or three months, and it scarcely rated DPHQWLRQLQWKH6RFLHW\¶V&RXQFLOGXULQJ
his editorship.  When Sloane stepped down as secretary, in 1714, and was replaced by Edmond Halley, 
+DOOH\H[SOLFLWO\HQXPHUDWHGWKHSHULRGLFDO¶VIXQFWLRQV )LUVWWKHSUHVHUYDWLRQRIIXJLWLYHWUDFWVWRo 
short for a book; second, the publication of letters communicated to the Society (stripped, as Halley 
UDWKHUEDOGO\SXWLWRIµSUHDPEOHVFRQFOXVLRQVDQG>«@XVHOHVVSDUWV¶DQGWKLUGWKHSULQWLQJRIVXFK
H[SHULPHQWVSHUIRUPHGEHIRUHLWµDVWKH6RFLHW\VKDOOEHSOHDVHGWRRUGHURUSHUPLWWKHSXEOLVKLQJRI¶
7KLVIRUPDOO\DFNQRZOHGJHVWKH6RFLHW\¶VLQSXWLGHQWLILHVWKHSHULRGLFDO¶VIXQFWLRQZLWKUHJLVWUDWLRQ
and sets correspondence and primary research on an equal footing in the Transactions. Crucially, it is 
also the first preface not to insist on the official separation between the Transactions and the Society.  
From this point it can safely be said that the quasi-official status of the Transactions was established, 
and editors did not bother to try to proclaim the Transactions¶LQGHSHQGHQFH 1RVXEVHTXHQWHGLWRU
affixed a preface to the periodical; and in 1719 James Jurin (then only an author, but from 1721 
secretary-editor as well), was blithely content to explain to John Woodward, who complained of the 
WUHDWPHQWRIKLVZRUNLQDSDSHURI-XULQ¶VWKDWWKH6RFLHW\KDGRUGHUHGLWVSXEOLFDWLRQlxxiv  
As the functions of registration and communication increasingly merged in the Transactions, it came to 
provide a more straightforward reflection of Royal Society activity ± itself simplified by the long-term 
abandonment, during the 1690s and early 1700s, of systematic, Society-sponsored experimental 
research.lxxv ThH6RFLHW\¶VFKLHIUHVRXUFHIRUNQRZOHGJHSURGXction or communication, was now the 
papers correspondents chose to share with it.  With the mainstream of Royal Society activity now taken 
up with listening to the papers of individual researchers, the dual function of the register ± to be a durable 
register of individual knowledge-FODLPVDQGDUHSRVLWRU\RIWKH6RFLHW\¶VUHVHDUFK± was gone. These 
factors effectively turned the Transactions into something indistinguishable from a representative 
institutional periodical.  
The distinction between the functions of registration and communication was finally effaced in the 1730s 
and 1740s, when the Society abandoned its practice of archiving letters (external communications) and 
papers (accounts delivered directly by fellows or of experiments actually performed before the Society) 
in separate series.  Cromwell Mortimer, the Secretary, could by 1742 argue that the distinction was 
SRLQWOHVVVLQFHWKH\ZHUHµDEVROXWHO\RIWKHVDPHQDWXUH¶lxxvi  He proposed replacing them for the future 
with a continuous series of Guard-books of original papers, arranged in chronological order, to which 
the Journal-ERRNVRIWKH6RFLHW\¶VPHHWLQJVZRXOGVHUYHDVDJXLGH7KHTransactions was part of the 
organising principle ± papers selected for printing were marked in the archive with their published title 
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and a number indicating where they came in the printed sequence, and it is very rare to find that the 
archival and printed sequences do not match.  The 7UDQVDFWLRQV¶ new role of reflecting the Royal Society 
was thus symbolised by its formal incorporation into the archive. 
Conclusion 
This formally collapsed what had once seemed an important distinction between letters and papers. 
These categories are partly the manifestation of formal attributes, but they also imply an epistemic 
change, one that is important in the conception of the natural philosophical periodical ± a 
distinction related to the question raised above, between the status of material witnessed by the 
Society and what was merely communicated to it. The epistolary form of many early scientific 
articles drew attention to the role of wider social relations in the constitution of natural knowledge, 
emphasising newsworthiness, dialogue, and provisionality; the paper, and the system of registers 
underlying it, in theory amounted to an adequately complete, indeed publishable account of a 
particular knowledge-claim.  Papers were of two kinds; those brought in by Fellows, sometimes 
with accompanying demonstrations, and the results of experiments performed by curators and 
SDLGIRUE\WKH6RFLHW\ $V+DOOH\¶VSUHIDFHVKRZHGWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQOHWWers and 
papers had by that time effectively disappeared in the Philosophical Transactions. The deliberate 
elimination of the distinction as an archival category reflects the extent to which it had ceased to 
be important at the institutional level as well; and this represents a tacit abandoning of the 
6RFLHW\¶VH[SHFWDWLRQRISXEOLVKLQJFRXUVHVRIH[SHULPHQWDOZRUNEXWDOVRVKRZVWKHH[WHQWWR
which the Transactions had ceased to be primarily a clearing-house for natural-philosophical 
information and become instead a reflection of the mainstream of Royal Society activity. The 
Society had taken a long time to recognise these facts in practice, and would take even longer to 
admit it formally, but by ceasing to distinguish between letters and papers  it acknowledged that 
a transformation had taken place, both in institutional structure and in the nature of the 
Transactions. A form of periodical publishing had emerged that would later be characterised as 
µOHDUQHGVRFLHW\7UDQVDFWLRQV¶LQWKHKLVWRULRJUDSK\RIVFLence of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.  This category has assumed increasing importance in recent research, as scholars argue 
WKDWWKHVHµOHDUQHGVRFLHW\7UDQVDFWLRQV¶DQGWKHHDUOLHVWVFLHQWLILFµMRXUQDOV¶SURSHUO\VRFDOOHG
were distinct actoUV¶FDWHJRULHVlxxvii 
The Royal Society assumed financial and editorial responsibility for the Transactions in 1752.  
As in 1700, it was faced with a choice to acknowledge or repudiate the periodical after it had been 
publicly attacked; and this time the Society took it over.lxxviii  Yet to do so was no longer a 
significant leap but an admission that the Transactions did in fact represent the Society, and that 
the Society might take care to exercise more control and extract more advantage from the 
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association ± that tKHSHULRGLFDODFWXDOO\EHUXQµIRUWKHVROHXVHDQGEHQHILWRIWKLV6RFLHW\¶DV
the Earl of Macclesfield put it.lxxix  
The periodical survived for so long partly because the Society wished it to, and took some steps 
± though well short of serious investment or proper editorial control ± to ensure that it did. In 
other words, even before 1752, the Society provided the Transactions with a valuable measure of 
institutional care and assistance<HWWKHDUP¶V-length support of the Society did not guarantee 
the periodical form primacy within the world of natural philosophical publishing, nor even within 
the Society itself. Indeed the Royal Society¶VGLVFXVVLRQVin the late 1670s and early 1680s about 
the appropriate formats for natural-philosophical publishing reveal that the scientific periodical 
was regarded as being better suited to the reporting of individual claims to knowledge than 
DVVHUWLQJ WKH 6RFLHW\¶V RZQ  The point was not so much that the periodical form itself had 
secondary epistemic status, as that much of the material that went into it could not have been 
primarily witnessed or assented to by the Society itself; the Society could neither consistently 
claim ownership of such material, nor guarantee its epistemic status. The Society wanted the 
Transactions to continue; but it did not, at least for a long time, regard it as the proper outlet for 
its own research ambitions.    
The transformation of the Transactions into a record of Society activity in the very late 
seventeenth and first decades of the eighteenth centuries indicates a shift in the communication 
of natural knowledge.  The early history of the periodical reflects a gradual shifting of priorities 
in the institution too, as the foundational expectation that the learned society would be as much a 
site of primary knowledge production as of dissemination and accreditation was abandoned, and 
the notion of periodical publishing reoriented accordingly. Knowledge production in the Royal 
Society came to be invested in the individual research communication, in either letter or in paper 
form, rather than an experimental programme. 'DYLG .URQLFN¶V REVHUYDWLRQ WKDW SHULRGLFDOV
associated with learned societies had a better chance of survival is undoubtedly right; but in order 
actually to become a learned society periodical, the Transactions had to absorb functions of 
registration and research communication that the Society had at certain times been resolved to 
keep separate. 
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ZLOOLQJQHVVIRUWKHILUVWWLPHWRFRQWHPSODWHSD\LQJHGLWRUVWRXQGHUWDNHµFRUUHVSDQG7UDQVDFWLRQV¶DV
discussed above, n. xxx; in the event the task fell to independently wealthy Secretaries.    
lxxvi
 RS CMO/3, 12 Jul. 1742. 
lxxvii
 6HHLQSDUWLFXODU-RQDWKDQ7RSKDPµ$QWKRORJL]LQJWKHERRNRIQDWXUHWKHFLUFXODWLRQRINQRZOHGJHDQGWKH
RULJLQVRIWKHVFLHQWLILFMRXUQDOLQODWH*HRUJLDQ%ULWDLQ¶LQThe circulation of knowledge between Britain, India 
and China (ed. B. Lightman, G. McOuat and L. Stewart) pp. 119-%ULOO/HLGHQ,DLQ:DWWVµ:H
want no authors: William Nicholson and the contested role of the scientific journal in Britain, 1789-¶Br. J. 
Hist. Sci. 47, 397-419 (2014).  
lxxviii
 )RUDGLVFXVVLRQRI-RKQ+LOO¶VDWWDFNVRQWKH6RFLHW\DQGWKHTransactions, see George Rousseau, The 
notorious Sir John Hill: the man destroyed by ambition in the age of celebrity (Lehigh University Press, 
Bethlehem, PA, 2012), pp. 65-83. 
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 RS CMO/4, 19 Mar. 1751/2. 
